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Clean Sukhna nullah drive begins Manpreet Badal hits out
Tribune News Service
Solan,December 19
As many as 650 volunteers,
including officials from the
State Pollution Control
Board (SPCB), today participated in a cleanliness drive
to clean the Sukhna nullah
in Parwanoo.
As many as 22 teams had
been constituted to make
this campaign a success
which also included volunteers from the industrial
units, the SDM, Solan and
Member Secretary, SPCB.
All regional officers as well
as scientific officers of the
SPCB also participated in
the campaign.
Thirty tonnes of garbage
was collected in a day-long
campaign by the Municipal
Committee staff. Volunteers
from 20 companies, who had
been allotted specific areas
in the drive, lent support
and ensured that the area

As many as 22 teams have been constituted to make this campaign a success .
wore a cleaner look at the
end of the day. The industry
staff lauded the efforts of
board officials for instilling a
sense of cleanliness in the
people and said they would
also participate in such cam-

paigns. The site near the
barrier towards Kalka was
found the most polluted .
Justice Pritam Pal, chairman of the executive committee, which was overlooking the Ghagger water

issue, was also present.
SDM, Solan, Rohit Rathor
urged the investors to support a similar drive proposed
in January to ensure that
the area remained clean.
Atul Parmar, Regional

No wrongdoing in deal, says Dhumal
Our Correspondent
Hamirpur, December 19
“The purchase of Rafale
fighter aircraft was executed with transparency and
there was no question of
any kind of corruption” said
Prem Kumar Dhumal, former Chief Minister while
addressing a gathering at
Gandhi Chowk here on
Wednesday.
He said Congress leaders
had made hue and cry on
the issue, which was baseless and the Supreme Court
of India had categorically
said the deal was done fairly and there was no need for
it to be challenged. He said
the government had also
submitted the affidavit to
the Supreme Court on the
process involved in the purchase of the Rafale planes.
He said the purchase of the
plane was important for
improving the power of
defence forces of the country in general and the Air
Force in particular. He said
the Congress had placed
national security at risk by
not purchasing the fighter
plane on time. He said the
escalation in the cost was
due to the improvement in
technology and delay in
placing the order.
Speaking on the selection of Ambani as an offset
partner for the deal, Dhumal said it was the prerogative of the Dasault Company to choose the offset
partner and the government had no role in that.
He said the Congress had
refused to discuss the matter in both houses of Parliament and its demand for

Thirty tonnes of
garbage was collected
in a day-long
campaign by the
Municipal
Committee staff.
Volunteers from 20
companies, who had
been allotted specific
areas in the drive, lent
support and ensured
that the area wore a
cleaner look at the
end of the day
Officer, SPCB, said this was
the beginning and the idea
was to instill a sense of
responsibility in the people
and ensure their participation
so that the Sukhna nullah
could be given a cleaner look.

BJPworkers
burnRahul’s
effigyinKangra

at BJP on Rafale deal
Tribune News Service
Shimla, December 19
Punjab Finance Minister
Manpreet
Badal
on
Wednesday accused the
Modi regime of misinforming the Supreme Court
about details in the Rafale
deal which had resulted in
huge loss to the exchequer.
Addressing a press conference here, Badal said the
country had suffered a loss of
Rs 41,000 crore in the purchase of 36 Rafale fighter jets.
“The NDA regime has failed
to provide a satisfactory
reply as to why a sum of Rs
1,670 crore was spent on
purchase of one plane when
the UPA had struck the deal
with price of one plane at Rs
526 crore,” he said. He
added that this price also
included the transfer of

Punjab Finance Minister Manpreet Badal addresses the media
at Rajiv Bhawan in Shimla on Wednesday. AMIT KANWAR
technology of the jets.
“It is evident that the NDA
regime has misled the
Supreme Court on the details
of the Rafale deal as no CAG
report was done nor the Public Accounts Committee
examined this report which
points at irregularities,” he
said. He added that by doing

so Modi regime had compromised on the security of the
nation. Badal said the Centre had also not acceded to
the demand of the Congress
for a JPC. “It is obvious that
it is the JPC and not the
Supreme Court which can
look into all the details of
the Rafale deal.”

BJP takes out protest march

tribune reporters

Former Chief Minister Prem Kumar Dhumal addresses a gathering at Gandhi Chowk in Hamirpur.

Dharamsala, December 19
BJP workers from Kangra
district on Wednesday burnt
an effigy of AICC president
Rahul Gandhi accusing him
of spreading lies regarding
the Rafale deal. They submitted a memorandum to the
district administration seeking action against the Congress leader.The BJP leaders
alleged that the Congress was
compromising the security of
the country by raising the
issue. BJP spokesperson
Rakesh
Sharma
said
although the Supreme Court
had upheld the purchase of
the Rafale jets, the Congress
was still trying to spread lies
over the deal.

BJP workers protest in Mandi on Wednesday.

Protest in Chamba

Tribune News Service

Chamba: BJP leaders and
workers on Wednesday held
a demonstration carrying
the effigy of the Congress to
express their opposition to
Congress president Rahul
Gandhi over the Rafael
deal. They alleged that
Rahul was blowing the
issue out of proportion
despite the decision of the
Supreme Court.

State BJP president Satpal Singh Satti and party supporters raise slogans during a protest
against Congress president Rahul Gandhi in Shimla on Wednesday. PHOTO: AMIT KANWAR
the constitution of a joint
parliamentary committee
could only be addressed
once the matter was dis-

cussed in Parliament. He
said the Congress leaders
were misleading the people on the Rafale issue.

Later, BJP workers burnt
an effigy of AICC president Rahul Gandhi at
Gandhi Chowk.

Mandi, December 19
The district BJP unit
Mandi has staged protest
against Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi and said he
was spreading lies on the
Rafale deal. They took a
protest march in the town
and later burnt the effigy
of Rahul Gandhi in middle of town.

They
raised
slogans
against the Congress and
its president, who has been
instrumental in mounting a
scathing attack on the Modi
government over the deal
for the French fighter jets.
Ranveer Thakur, district
BJP president, said that
the Supreme Court had
given clean chit to the
BJP government at the
Centre over Rafale deal

MBA student among two
held with ~25-lakh charas
Tribune News Service
Chandigarh, December 19
Two youths, including an
MBA, both residents of
Himachal Pradesh, who were
riding a Hyundai Verna car,
were nabbed by the Narcotics
Control Bureau (NCB) with
16.5 kg of charas, valued at
around Rs 25 lakh.
NCB sleuths had information about the two youths
involved in drug trafficking
following which a Verna car,
bearing a Himachal number,
was intercepted near the
Khuda Lahora bridge on
December 18. The suspects,
both natives of Bhuntar in
Kullu district, were riding the
vehicle.
Mohinder Jit Singh, Assistant Director, NCB, Chandigarh, said the duo had concealed 16.5 kg of charas under
the seat, which was recovered
while checking the vehicle.
"The charas was meant to be
supplied to a drug peddler in
Delhi," he said.
Sources said the charas was
brought from the Malana valley near Bhuntar. NCB
sleuths said charas from the
Malana valley cost between
Rs 1.50 lakh and Rs 2 lakh per
kg, depending upon the quality. "The charas recovered
from the duo is valued at Rs
25 lakh," the NCB official said.
Officials said the Hyundai
Verna was owned by the
father of one of the suspects,

issue but Congress president Rahul Gandhi was
still trying to mislead the
people over the issue. The
accusations
of
Rahul
Gandhi against the Central Government regarding Rafale deal were baseless and devoid of facts.
BJP
MLAs
Jawahar
Thakaur and Inder Singh
Gandhi also took part in
protest march.

Mobile
application
for heart
patients
launched
Our Correspondent

The accused with the contraband that was hidden under the
rear seat of their car. TRIBUNE PHOTO

WAS TO BE SUPPLIED IN DELHI
NCB sleuths had information about the two youths being
involved in drug trafficking following which a Verna car,
bearing a Himachal number, was intercepted near the Khuda Lahora bridge on December 18. The suspects, both
natives of Bhuntar in Kullu district, were in the
vehicle. Mohinder Jit Singh, Assistant Director, NCB,
Chandigarh, said the duo had concealed 16.5 kg of
charas under the seat, which was recovered while
checking the vehicle. "The charas was meant to be
supplied to a drug peddler in Delhi," he said.
who claimed to be an MBA.
"The suspect claimed that
he pursued MBA in Tourism
from a private university in
Mohali district. However, we

are yet to to verify the same,"
said the NCB official. This is
the 49th seizure of drugs
this year by the NCB,
Chandigarh.

Palampur, December 19
Dr Sarwal iConsult, a mobile
application for heart patients,
was launched here recently.
The application, which can
be downloaded from ‘Google
play store’ or ‘Apple app
store’, has been developed by
Dr Varindar Sarwal, a cardiac
surgeon and senior director,
CTVS, Ojas Hospital.
Dr Sarwal said through this
application, heart patients
could be in touch with their
doctors round the clock from
anywhere in the world, before
and after surgeries or interventions, besides any other
concerns related to the disease. He said,”Patients can
schedule their appointment
instantly and receive a confirmation message/reminder
through SMS and video chat.
They can also upload their
angiography CDs on Google
drive for viewing by top
experts,” he added.
Dr Sarwal said, “The
record of the patients,
stored in the App, will be a
ready recknor for any
physician at all times, anywhere in the world in case
of emergency.” He said
patients did not require to
rush to the hospital and
sitting at home they could
get expert advice for further treatment.

